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Shorthand

The President’s
Report

From the Secretary
by Frank Quartarone

by Frank Spathanas
Greeting everyone. Hope everyone survived the winter and
hopefully spring will arrive early
for us. After this past snowstorm
it was brought to my attention
that some carriers went back to
the office because in their opinion it was too unsafe to deliver
mail only to be told to go back
out because it was too "early".
Keep in mind that management
preaches safety, and they are
NOT THE ONE in charge of
YOUR safety. If you feel that it's
too unsafe to drive, walk, deliver
mail in the snow after you made
the attempt, just tell them you
feel unsafe to do so. Every situation is different and ultimately
the decision is yours and make
management aware of WHY it's
unsafe for you. More info on this
at the meeting. At the time of
this writing, we still are without a
postmaster and a station manager for Swampscott. Everyone
keeps asking and I still don't
have an answer as to when.
Some good news again in the
"what has this union done for
me" category, the newest COLA
is an increase of $1331 annually
that takes effect on Feb. 26.
which brings the top step to
$71,347. Lastly, at the March
meeting our National Business
Agent will be in attendance to
hand out an award and hopefully we can get a good crowd for
the meeting and listen to what is
going on nationally and may be
able to ask him any questions or
concerns that you might have.
Hope to see you there.

THERE’S THE “RIGHT” WAY
THERE’S THE”WRONG” WAY
AND THERE’S THE “POSTAL”
WAY

Come On Back Lucky
Win Green, Eat Fresh
Brother Blaney Award
@ Next Meeting
March 9. 2022
Hibernian Hall
105 Federal St Lynn
6:45 PM

RETIREE NEWS
January 2022 Retire COLA for 2023
stands at 2.9%
BRANCH 7 WEBSITE IS

nalcbranch7.com
All things Branch 7To Keep Members Informed

THE POSTAL WAY
Lack of Common-Sense decisionmaking- TOP-DOWN
Managing without a heart- NUMBERS
Fuzzy Math-DOIS
Your Safety is a priority- LIP SERVICE
US versus THEM work cultureBAD WORK ENVIORNMENT
Near
zero
carrier
inputWORTHLESS SURVEYS
Run it like a business-IT’S A SERVICE
SOMEWHAT GOOD NEWS
The Postal Reform Act of 2021
passed the House of Representatives on February 8, with bipartisan support. Despite hopes of a
quick passage in the Senate, with bi
-partisan support, a technical error
in the filing of the bill and recess
has held it up. Prez Biden said he’ll
sign it. Briefly, the bill would rid
that 2006 pre-funding of health
benefits for future employees- saving the PO a lot of $$$. It would
GUARENTEE 6 DAY DELIVERY
OF MAIL AND PARCELS-We’ll
have a job and would form a Postalonly Health Plan within the Federal
Employees Health Benefit Plansavings to carriers and retirees. BE
PREPARED to call Senators Warren and Markey-go to NALC.org
for more info.
MARCH MEETING-6:45 Experiment
We will allow members into the
hall @ 6:45 to sign-in/enter 50-50/
buy (continued on page 3)
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Postal Mania
by Dorothy Curtis

This month let’s talk about rats, rumors, and incorrect information. As
much as I dislike Facebook it is a big
part of a lot of carrier’s lives. I’ve said
this before and I will say it again do
not put anything on Face book you
would not want your boss to see.
When you have 500 internet friends
would it really be unusual for one of
them to be a neighbor of a Postmaster,
for example. Of course, you have the
occasional rat that is a letter carrier.
The one who the meme “Your coworker pays more attention to your attendance than you do” was written for. If
you have overtime on a route that you
don’t understand why the carrier is not
there or needs help, stop, and think if
you would want anyone talking about
why you are not in the building and if
you would want a fellow carrier running to management to complain about
you. You wouldn’t like it, so cut the
shit and show some empathy to your
fellow carrier.
If you have a problem with someone’s
attendance, why don’t you talk to your
steward who will polity tell you it is
none of your business. If you see a
carrier violating a safety rule, why
don’t you approach the carrier and try
to help them. Again, if you don’t feel
comfortable doing that, see your steward.
A lot of carriers are under the impression that if a postal customer changes
where their mailbox is that if the carrier deliveries to the incorrect box for
one day that will make it a permanent
delivery. Let me be clear the Postmaster and above him can grant permission
to a customer to move their mailbox.
But in case you were wondering the
language for this situation is found it is
in the Postal Operations manual:
631.81
In the event an improper mode of delivery is established or extended by a
postal carrier or manager, the service
will be withdrawn with a thirty (30)
day advance no ce to the aﬀected
customer(s), provided that the error is
detected, and the customer is no ﬁed
within one (1) year. If the error is not
detected and the customer is not no ﬁed within one (1) year of the date
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delivery is established or extended, the
improper service remains in place unless the customer consents to the delivery mode change or a delivery point
with improper modes of delivery in a
vacant delivery is ﬁrst iden ﬁed during
the vacant period per sec on 623.5.
When the new customer(s) in these
vacant deliveries are iden ﬁed by Postal Service management and informed
(within the ﬁrst 30 days of occupancy)
that the current mode of delivery was
established incorrectly and will need to
be corrected.

those of you who do not understand,
or even know what issues a person
is dealing with, should not be commenting on their personal situation,
keep your comments to yourself!
The capabilities on a daily basis, are
determined, by a medical professional, and are agreed upon, with
management, the union, and anyone else that needs to be involved.
Please be careful what you might
say, as it may be hurting someone,
who is already struggling. Just remember also, that some time in your
life, that you could experience a
curve ball that will have an effect on
you, and let's hope that people will
understand your situation. Carry on
and be well!

Life sometimes throws everyone a
curve ball, now and then. It doesn't
always go as planned, but you deal
with the circumstances, you are
dealt. Whether it is a sickness, a
family issue, a physiological, or an
injury, it is all part of life. Nobody
wants anything to happen to them,
a family member, or a co-worker,
but it does. Many people are dealing with issues, beyond their control. The struggle is real, and sometimes the situation becomes an
everyday struggle. Thankfully we
have Annual Leave, and Sick
Leave, that is earned to help us
through our needs. Also, Workman’s Comp. if the problem happens at work. FMLA is also a great
option, for the protection, that you
may need.

Willow Street Whine

We all have protection, as needed
to get us through. No matter what
someone is experiencing, it is up to
a doctor, or someone in the medical field to assess, their capabilities. People have limitations, that
have been assessed by a professional, that they need to adhere to,
on a daily basis. The situation does
not only affect them during work
hour, but it is also affecting their
entire life. Work, home, school,
weekends, vacation time, are all a
struggle for some people. Everyday
chores become a challenge and
need to be powered though. As
people get older also, they slow
down, it's life! The job we have is a
very physical job, that defiantly in
itself, can be a struggle for a
healthy person some days. For

by John D'Amato

There is a storm brewing! The SS Lawrence Titanic is cruising towards Lynn
full steam ahead. But don’t worry, at
least we’ll have our pants on to protect
us from the typhoon headed our
way. Last year our neighbors from the
north in Lawrence “raided “our office
of CCA’s for use and abuse. And like
that, they resigned from the PO and our
office was down 5 good local employees. When Dean Baker came back from
his detail, he immediately recruited and
hired a bunch of new hires. Even after
seeing the outcome from last year’s
worker heist, the Lawrence Titanic has
decided the brilliant strategy of
“borrowing “workers from other offices
can still be effective. During school
vacation week, the Lynn office experienced a staff shortage, carriers off the
list were forced to work OT, and we
had able bodied workers swabbing the
streets of Lawrence instead of in
Lynn. Apparently, the Titanic captain
hasn’t learned from past history.
Word of the month: ineffective:
not capable of performing
efficiently or as expected
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It’s said that Rats are the
first to leave a sinking ship
Pass the Cheese
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OK so over my career I have been
told that everything that management
does is to meet their goals in order
for them to get their bonuses. I always thought that was crazy. How
can you run a business by trying to
discipline your work force in order
to reach certain goals? As a manager
getting paid more money by blaming
your workforce for your mismanaging. I never found this to be as true
as I do today. I recently had in my
hands a N.A.P.S magazine. For those
who don't know this is National Association of Postal Supervisors also
known as NAPS (how appropriate). I
figured I would go in and see what
the other side talks about. I came
across an Article by Dioenis D. Perez New York Area Vice President.
The article talked about Dejoy taking
over a sinking ship “USPS Titanic”
he called it. He says that Dejoy
wants management to put an effort
into achieving goals he has set forth.
Goals he said that would affect the
pockets of management. Perez says
these goals can be achieved “simply
by holding your craft employees accountable”. He goes on to say, “I’d
say you’re doing what the Postal
Service expects from you, providing
craft employees understanding and
to no longer continue on the wrong
path.” Then he finishes this article
with “Try and keep this in perspective. If these new reports and accountability achieve the service
goals that benefit the American public’s mailing needs, it’s also helping
you achieve your unit PFP goals.
That means a healthy NPA payout
for you and me at year end. Isn’t that
your personal goal? With dignity,
integrity and respect always.”
That last line is the biggest joke of
this whole article. Since this article
has come out, we have had carriers
brought in for discipline. Going right
to letters of warnings. That should
put carriers right onto that path of
righteousness that will fill the pockets of supervisors all over the
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country, By making packages the
only priority for management and
forgetting what has run the Post
office for years and that is first class
mail. If we want to become a Package business, we should sellout to
Amazon now. They will help with
all the goals for Management by
throwing packages on the steps of
every wrong address in the country.
So, I guess we need to rise above
what management wants and continue to do our jobs professionally.
Maybe someday they will realize
we, the carrier is the main reason
they even have jobs never mind
holding us accountable so they
reach their “PFP goals” See you at
the next meeting and as always
bring a co-worker.

SHORTHAND
from Page 1
MDA Raffle Tix/ Get their $50
Meeting Jackpot Tix as well as
enjoy the food (We’ll save some
for late-comers) Hopefully, this
will cut down on the long line and
getting cold food and be able to
start the meeting @ 7 P.M. or so.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
LASTLY-NBA Rick DiCecca in
the house
Our National Business Agent
Rick DiCecca will be attending
our March Union Meeting to present an “Heroes” award to Saugus
Carrier STEVE BLANEY, who
saved a patron that overdosed.
(CONGRATS STEVE) Besides
updating members on important
NALC news and issues, IT’S your

chance to ask him anything on
your mind regarding work, your
job and your union.
REVIEW
OF
FEBRUARY
MEETING (VIA ZOOM)
Prez Frank spoke on the Postal Reform Act of 2021, Covid-19
MOUs, Mask Policy at work and
Labor-Management meeting- (3)
new CCAs welcomed into Branch
7- $50 meeting jackpot winner
Was Suzanne Titus
PREVIEW OF MARCH MEETING (IN-PERSON) MARCH 9th
Prez Frank to speak on latest workroom floor issues and LaborManagement meeting with Acting
Postmaster-Trustees Semi-annual
Branch Audit Report-NBA Rick
DiCecca to make a presentation
and take Q’s- Return of the 50-50
and MDA Raffle-$50 Meeting
Jackpot (MUST BE PRESENT TO
WIN)- MASKS ARE OPTIONALSEE U ON WEDNESDAY
MARCH 9-HIBERNIAN HALL105
FEDERAL
STREETLYNN !!!

Massachusetts Postal
Employees Credit Union
CALL NOW FOR BEST
RATES ON AUTO
LOANS!!!
GET A VISA DEBIT
CARD TODAY

Mon—Fri 9:00—4:00

Serving Postal Employees and their Families since 1926

We offer a full range of financial services
Visit us On Line www.MassFamilyCU.com

PH: 781-592-6051
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Ancient Order of Hibernians in America
DIVISION 10

MDA REPORT

March Meeting Raffle-$30 Dunkin Gift Card
If any member has any unwanted item (s) or wants to donate an item (s) for the Monthly Meeting MDA RafflesCONTACT ME @ (781) 289-0590 THANK YOU
Quality Uniforms
1885

105 Federal Street
Lynn, Massachusetts 01905
In Memory of
Dave Johansen

Simons 2022

SIMONS UNIFORMS
Division of J.B. Simons, Inc.
329 Lynnway
Lynn, MA 01901 - 1792
To Order Instantly CALL 1-781-595-2644
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Seven News will be published ten times annually for the members of Branch 7, NALC. The opinions expressed are not
necessarily those of Branch 7, but of the writers. Any comments, suggestions, news about coworkers, retiree news, story ideas
or anecdotes are welcome and should be in by the 15th to be in next month’s issue. The editor retains the right to edit, delete or
reject an article for the good of the Branch. We look forward to your contributions. In the interest of solidarity, permission is
granted to other labor publications to reprint material in this publication. Suzanne Titus, Editor

branch7srt@comcast.net
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